BPMNDiffViz: A Tool for BPMN Models Comparison
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Abstract. Automatic comparison of business processes plays an important role in their analysis and optimization. In this paper we present the web-based tool BPMNDiffViz, that finds business processes discrepancies and visualizes them. BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) 2.0 - one of the most commonly used notations for process modeling was chosen as a representation. This tool implements a structural graph-based comparison analysis using an A* algorithm.

1 Overview

Today, various organizations are increasingly faced with modeling their business processes to reduce costs and to ensure a clear understanding of the processes used in the organization. Due to changes in legislation, introduction of innovations and other factors, business processes are constantly changing. Thus, system and business analysts involved in modeling of business processes need a tool for comparing process models and diagnosing their differences.

Comparison of business processes is an essential step within various scenarios of processes analysis. Process comparison is primarily intended to find discrepancies between a reference and a real process models. In that case, using Process mining [13] discovery techniques, a model of a real business process behavior can be obtained from an event log (in particular a BPMN model can be learned from an event log using ProM framework [6]). After that the comparison between this model and a reference process model is performed. Thus, the process model comparison serves as a conformance checking technique. Another example where the comparison of business processes can be used is the management of large process model repositories with hundreds or thousands models. Comparison techniques can significantly help in the classification of processes and finding duplicates. Last but not the least, business processes comparison is needed to analyze activities of two similar companies with different incomes.

Various metrics of business processes similarity were described in [4][5]. These metrics include: label matching similarity (either syntactic or semantic similarity of element names), structural matching similarity represented as a graph edit distance, and behavioral matching similarity. Label matching similarity is described in detail in [4].
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Structural matching approaches typically use techniques such as greedy algorithms, A* algorithms, and context-based similarity measures [4,5,7]. Various behavioral matching methods and their implementations were proposed in [2,3,8,14,16].

Despite the range of techniques proposed in literature, tool support for structural processes comparison is still limited. A tool for merging and comparison of business processes called Synergia was presented in [10], the underlying approach [7] is based on finding structural mappings between graphs using heuristics and discovering maximal common subgraphs to merge them. This tool is used as a part of Apromore platform [11]. Another tool, which finds matches between business processes using structural metrics, is called ICoP Framework [15]. This tool constructs multiple mappings, groups and evaluates them in order to find the result mapping. A tool, which finds structural discrepancies between BPMN models using SiDiff platform [12], was presented in [9]. This tool was not realized yet and there is no information on the visualization of differences.

We present a structural matching tool called BPMNDiffViz, which compares process models represented in BPMN 2.0 format [1] - the most popular industrial standard for modeling business processes. In contrast to the previous structural matching tools BPMNDiffViz explicitly visualizes graph differences, stores them and provides statistics, assisting in analyzing model discrepancies [1]. BPMNDiffViz is mature enough and supports all BPMN modeling constructs including activities, sequence flows, subprocesses, gateways, events, data flow and others. We hope this tool will be used by the practitioners. The implemented matching algorithm finds the minimal graph edit distance between two processes (number of transformations, which should performed to transform one model to another) using an A* algorithm and calculates the string edit distance for each pair of the corresponding graph nodes. Thus, the label matching and the structural matching metrics are used by BPMNDiffViz to find the minimal distance.

2 Functionality and architecture

In this section we will present the functionality and architecture of the BPMNDiffViz tool. The proposed tool is based on client-server technology and is built on a three-tier architecture (Fig. 1). A server component and a client component (web forms) were implemented as parts of BPMNDiffViz tool.

The server component includes a server application and a database, which stores comparison results. Tomcat 7.[2] is used as an application server and PostgreSQL[3] as a database management system. Spring MVC framework[4] is used to dispatch HTTP requests and responses. The server component allows to load, store, search on BPMN
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diagrams, compare them, and save comparison results. To support the BPMN 2.0 notation Camunda framework\textsuperscript{5} was utilized as a library for several reasons. It fully supports BPMN 2.0 elements. Furthermore, it allows good integration with Spring. Besides that, it incorporates a special JavaScript framework called bpmn.io to render models in a browser on a client side.

The client part is simply a set of web forms, which allows the user to perform the following actions: load models in BPMN 2.0 XML format, visualize BPMN models (by means of bpmn.io), visualize statistics of BPMN elements usage, search on loaded models, set parameters of comparison, compare two BPMN models, producing a final graph edit distance, a list of operations for transformation one model to another, and a comparison statistics, visualize and save comparison results.

A model in BPMN 2.0 XML format can be loaded using a web form (Fig 2). After that this model is saved and appears in the list of loaded BPMN models. The search through this list is implemented as well. Each BPMN model can be visualized and rescaled (Fig. 3a.). For each such a model statistics of modeling elements usage is presented as a pie chart (Fig. 3b.). To compare two BPMN models first these models are selected from the list, then modification costs (including insertion, deletion costs) are specified for each type of BPMN elements. If modification costs were not explicitly specified, the tool will use default values. After that the comparison begins. A comparison result is visualized in such a way that all corresponding elements are high-
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lighted in blue, all elements that should be deleted and added are highlighted in red and green respectively (Fig. 4 a.). A list of matchings, insertions and deletions and a total cost are visualized as well. Moreover, statistics of matched, deleted and inserted elements are explicitly shown in a form of pie charts. When a matching is selected from the list, the corresponding elements are highlighted (in color) and are moved to the center of the diagrams (Fig. 4 b.).

BPMNDiffViz was tested on various manually created models and models loaded from the Camunda collection. The tool has shown good performance for models that
contain up to 30 elements. A link to the source code and a screencast are available at [http://pais.hse.ru/research/projects/CompBPMN/](http://pais.hse.ru/research/projects/CompBPMN/).
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